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• Abstract (300 words):
In light of today’s highly liquid global financial markets, and the rise of intangible capital as the dominant form of corporate wealth (think Facebook, Google, Bitcoin), the property sector often seems like an anachronism. Land and buildings have historically been identified as the most fixed and tangible forms of capital. They have thus been difficult to trade i.e. quite illiquid assets. However, this narrative is a less and less accurate way of understanding the links between property and finance, and the growing role of intangible capital in the property sector.

Architecture is an embryonic site for financialisation, through the expanding prominence of architectural images in iconic urban real estate developments. We propose that
digital renderings deployed by developers are not merely a marketing tool for iconic projects, but increasingly liquid financial assets in themselves. Given that such digital campaigns precede iconic buildings by sometimes ten years – if the building materialises at all – these digital simulacra are the financial entities standing in for the development, and in many ways give architecture a ‘double life’ in excess of the completed land and building.

It is also true that architectural images are perceived by the industry as bundled to a future building - Freely circulated by practitioners who view built design as their core business, and don’t conceive they are giving away principal assets, their intellectual property intrinsic to their branding. This renders the architectural apparatus of electronic assets intangible and valueless. There is no mechanism or framework for driving value and drawing investment to architectural images as commodity.

In the last three months, non-fungible tokens or NFTs, have exploded in the cryptocurrency industry with multiple new platforms for trading digital art and music. An NFT is a unique unit of cryptocurrency, a digital certificate for intellectual property stored on the blockchain. Beeple famously sold a digital artwork for $69 million, and in late March 2021, Dezeen and other architecture outlets reported the first architectural NFT, the digital “Mars House” house sold by the artist Krista Kim for $500,000. Yet Architecture remains absent from this space. The image NFT is an ultra financial asset and thus represents a new crisis in architecture. Our paper will explore How NFTs will transform architecture, alter the status of both images and real buildings, and transform the financialisation landscape of architecture.
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